Solar-powered I-slate tablet heading for Indian schools in 2012
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An Android-based “I-slate” tablet prototype developed in part by Rice University has completed year-long trials in Indian public schools, and a $50 solar-powered version with a new power-sipping processor is set to enter full production for a mid-2012 release.

The I-slate was developed by the Institute for Sustainable and Applied Infodynamics (ISAID), a joint partner, now that a yearlong series of tests has shown that the device is an effective learning tool for primary-school education in poor areas in India and other parts of the world. Another one is the so-called “$35 Indian Tablet,” which is apparently on the verge of shipping (see story farther below).

Meanwhile, the much-delayed “$35 Indian Tablet” aimed at Indian students will launch Oct. 5, the Indian government now claims.

According to a Rice University spokesperson, the I-Slate prototype runs Android. The final solar-powered version due in mid-2012 “will require a new OS,” said the spokesperson in an email to LinuxDevices.

The group is now preparing for full-scale production of the tablet using an undisclosed manufacturing partner, “now that a yearlong series of tests has shown that the device is an effective learning tool for Indian children,” according to Rice University.

Designed principally by ISAID director Krishna Palem, pictured at right with the I-Slate prototype, the processor has achieved an initial production speed of 1.6 gigahertz, which is apparently on the verge of shipping (see story farther below).

According to a Rice University spokesperson, the I-Slate prototype runs Android. The final solar-powered version due in mid-2012 “will require a new OS,” said the spokesperson in an email to LinuxDevices.

Presumably, the replacement OS will also be based on Linux, but will be tailored for a processor being developed specifically for the final tablet. This “revolutionary new low-power computer chip” as the Rice announcement describes it, will cut the device’s power requirements in half so it can run on small solar panels similar to those found on handheld calculators. The eventual goal for the second-gen tablet is a power consumption of about three Watts.

Few technical details were available on the I-Slate prototype (pictured), which in the YouTube video below is defined by Palem as a “single-function” device. The tablet appears to have a seven-inch – presumably resistive – screen and is accompanied by a stylus.

The tablet is said to be similar in size to the chalkboard slates that most Indian primary and secondary students use today. The tablet software can detect whether a mathematical equation and answer entered via stylus is correct, and offers hints and tips if the
answer is incorrect, says Rice University.

A year-long series of tests and surveys was said to have confirmed the I-slate was effective at mathematics instruction. "Our study clearly shows the I-slate is an effective learning tool for all students, regardless of their learning ability," stated I-slate creator Palem.

The current, Android-powered I-slate hardware was said to have been designed by ISAID's Vincent Mooney, associate professor of electrical and computer engineering at Georgia Institute of Technology. A finalized version of this prototype, once again using conventional processors and batteries, is due to roll out with math, science, and social studies curriculum this fall to about 50 students in Mohd Hussainpalli and other nearby villages for a six-month trial.

This will be followed by the final solar-powered version which is expected to be made available for less than $50 in mid-2012. Presumably, these will be sold directly to schools.

The consortium eventually hopes to sell the devices for as low as $30, and expects to sell them in other developing countries aside from India. A low-cost tablet would be especially useful in rural schools in India, which have large class sizes and few teaching resources, say the developers.

Stated Rajeswari Pingali, founding chairperson of VIDAL, "We spoke to all parents of the children; they too are equally excited about the I-slate. We are particularly happy about the potential benefits for young girls, who otherwise might be married away at a very early age."

Low-cost electronic tablet proves worth in India

I-slate presentation from Krishna Palem YouTube

Source: ISAID
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$35 Indian Tablet ready to roll

The $35 Indian Tablet was announced first as a Linux tablet in July 2010, and was revealed to be an Android tablet several weeks later. It is now set to ship Oct. 5, according to several sources, including The Economic Times.

Aimed at Indian students from primary schools to universities, the partially government-subsidized tablet "will be launched next month," according to Human Resource Development Minister Kapil Sibal, shown below with the original prototype last year. "This is not just a dream, it is a reality," he was quoted as saying.
India's original $35 tablet prototype, shown in July 2010 by India's Union Minister for Human Resource Development, Shri Kapil Sibal

The long-delayed tablet will apparently indeed ship for $35, according to The Street. It will offer Wi-Fi, a front-facing camera, and the ability to open PDFs, among other basic features, the website adds.

According to Engadget, meanwhile, the tablet has overcome the manufacturing problems that plagued the project previously. The story also says that five-, seven- and nine-inch sizes will be available. No more details were offered, but we should know more soon.

Related Stories:

- India's $35 tablet runs Android
- India shows off $35 Linux tablet
- New OLPC tablet built on Marvell reference design
- ARM11 Linux educational computer aims for $25 price tag
- World's first Android edu-tablet debuts
- Tablet for toddlers runs Android 2.3
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FUEL Database on MontaVista Linux
Whether building a mobile handset, a car navigation system, a package tracking device, or a home entertainment console, developers need capable software systems, including an operating system, development tools, and supporting libraries, to gain maximum benefit from their hardware platform and to meet aggressive time-to-market goals.

Breaking New Ground: The Evolution of Linux Clustering
With a platform comprising a complete Linux distribution, enhanced for clustering, and tailored for HPC, Penguin Computing’s Scyld Software provides the building blocks for organizations from enterprises to workgroups to deploy, manage, and maintain Linux clusters, regardless of their size.

Data Monitoring with NightStar LX
Unlike ordinary debuggers, NightStar LX doesn’t leave you stranded in the dark. It’s more than just a debugger, it’s a whole suite of integrated diagnostic tools designed for time-critical Linux applications to reduce test time, increase productivity and lower costs. You can debug, monitor, analyze and tune with minimal intrusion, so you see real execution behavior. And that’s positively illuminating.

Virtualizing Service Provider Networks with Vyatta
This paper highlights Vyatta’s unique ability to virtualize networking functions using Vyatta’s secure routing software in service provider environments.

High Availability Messaging Solution Using AXIGEN, Heartbeat and DRBD
This white paper discusses a high-availability messaging solution relying on the AXIGEN Mail Server, Heartbeat and DRBD. Solution architecture and implementation, as well as benefits of using AXIGEN for this setup are all
presented in detail.

**Understanding the Financial Benefits of Open Source**

Will open source pay off? Open source is becoming standard within enterprises, often because of cost savings. Find out how much of a financial impact it can have on your organization. Get this methodology and calculator now, compliments of JBoss.

**Embedded Hardware and OS Technology Empower PC-Based Platforms**

The modern embedded computer is the jack of all trades appearing in many forms.

**Data Management for Real-Time Distributed Systems**

This paper provides an overview of the network-centric computing model, data distribution services, and distributed data management. It then describes how the SkyBoard integration and synchronization service, coupled with an implementation of the OMG’s Data Distribution Service (DDS) standard, can be used to create an efficient data distribution, storage, and retrieval system.

**7 Advantages of D2D Backup**

For decades, tape has been the backup medium of choice. But, now, disk-to-disk (D2D) backup is gaining in favor. Learn why you should make the move in this whitepaper.